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Food co-op open to public tomorrow

By Kathy Barrett
Montana Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Consumers who want an alternative to the supermarket will have it tomorrow when the People's Market food co-op opens its storefront in Missoula. Member Bruce Carter, senior in geology, said this week that the cooperative has expanded to a new location at 141 S. Third W. to determine the level of public interest in co-op food buying.

The co-op was formerly housed in the basement of Freddy's Feed and Seed, 1211 Helen Ave., and was open to members only. But starting tomorrow, the public can shop at the market on Saturdays again next week on University of Montana grounds. The controversial herbicide 2,4-D will be sprayed on other areas of campus this year. That, he said, will depend on the dandelions.

"The big thing is to get it organic and get it close," Carter said of the product the store buys. This "home-rule" buying policy is more cost-efficient, more energy-efficient, and more environmentally responsible and supports the local and regional economy, he said.

Carter said that tomorrow's shoppers can expect a limited inventory because the market is a non-profit organization and pays cash for its inventory. Money from this Saturday's sales will purchase next Saturday's inventory, he explained.

The main items available tomorrow will be grains, noodles, cheeses, yogurt, diary products, and some bulk produce such as oranges and potatoes, he said.

The Market is authorized to accept food stamps and WIC coupons. If the turnout over the few weeks is good, Carter said the market may consider operating the storefront for two days each week.

Non-members should find prices at the market comparable to those in supermarkets, Carter said, but co-op shopping offers buyers locally and organically grown foods not available in other outlets.

"TheAncientArt of foot-tanninglevitationwasawithin the wake up tomorrow and realize they've come out of the dandelion gardenies much of the afternoon and evening as the Legislature finished debate and voted on a package of appropriations measures before finally adjourning for another two years. The university system's $176 million general fund request was trimmed by about $7 million as it made its way through the legislative session. Still, the system budget is $33 million above the previous biennium and remains largely intact.

University lobbyists said the biggest disappointment was a $1.3 million cut in the salaries ofsummerrecreation faculty. The cut was made by a conference committee in the final week of the session. As has been the case throughout the session, the increase in the university budget bore the brunt of legislators' agenda.

Rep. Jack Moors, R-Great Falls, offered one final parting shot last evening: "There's a group of university presidents and a couple of people in the commissioner's office who are going to have to pinch themselves when they wake up tomorrow and realize they've come out of this session smelling like roses."

Cox to chair Faculty Senate

By Doug O'Harra
Montana Kaimin Contributing Reporter

In a busy meeting yesterday afternoon, the University of Montana Faculty Senate appointed a new chairman and unanimously approved the curriculum and academic standards changes for the 1981-82 UM Bulletin.

Jamey Coles, professor of chemistry, was appointed to a year term as chairman of the Senate, Cox said, he was "overwhelmed" at being elected chairman. He said he was "very interested" in working with the new UM president during the next year. Richard Bowers, current UM president, leaves office June 30.

The Senate also appointed Kathy Miller, associate professor of health and physical education, as the vice chairwoman of the Senate.

The curriculum and academic standards changes, which have been worked on by the Academic Standards and Curriculum Review Committees of the Senate during the past year, involved recommendations for new courses and changes in degree requirements in many of the academic areas at UM. Since the Senate has approved the recommendations, the changes will be included in the 1981-82 catalog.

The Senate also introduced 18 new senators, eight of whom were elected to the Senate for the first time. The Senate is composed of 45 faculty members who are elected from one of four academic areas. The areas are the humanities, social and behavioral sciences, natural sciences, and the academic schools. In related business, the Senate appointed five new members to the eight-member Executive Committee of the Senate (ECOS), which meets every week and coordinates the activities of the Senate in between the monthly meetings of the full Senate. The five new members are: Dick Olaf, assistant professor of political science; Paul Sullivan, associate professor of education; William Halbert, professor of mathematics; Harry Fritt, chair of the history department; and Cox.

Burke Townsend, associate professor of philosophy and...
Bob Marshall: a needed escape

Dr. Pat Williams earned his "friend of the wilderness" button last week. We're fortunate to have a representative who is really representing Montanans, including grizzly bears.

Along with Glacier National Park, the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area is home to 70 percent of the grizzly bears in the lower 48 states.

A resolution introduced by Williams last week will withdraw the Bob Marshall, Scapegoat and Great Bear wilderness areas from future exploration for gas, oil and minerals.

Most notable of pending applications to explore the Bob is one from Consolidated Georex Geophysics. CGG wants to detonate 270,000 pounds of explosives along 207 miles of seismic lines in the Bob Marshall, Great Bear and Scapegoat wildernesses.

The explosions will do considerable damage to animal habitat, especially affecting grizzly bears. Contrary to some industrial beliefs, it is not rational to expect the grizzly bears to move away from the blasting areas, avoiding the explosions. Even if they are smart enough to keep from getting blown to bits, the grizzly bear, not dynamite, belongs in the Bob.

Resolution. And more importantly, the Bob Marshall Service should not give in to emotional considerations. If there didn't have emotions there would be no need for places periodically from the space-age technology with which this statement is the need for man to escape at least and his own works dominate the landscape. Inherent in wilderness is to contrast with those areas where man is far from wilderness, closest to budget Washington, D.C., to be insensitive to the management considerations, and plans to generate federal revenue instead they are closer to budget.

Contrary to some industrial beliefs, it is not rational to expect the Bob Marshall, Scapegoat and Great Bear wildernesses.

Man could be viewed as the idea of civil disobedience is to draw attention to a cause by deliberately breaking a law.

Underlying Ashby's argument seems to be the idea that an act of protest is always (or should be) a strategy - a means to some political end, and therefore the existence and form of such acts should be evaluated solely on the basis of how well they further that end. But the value of acts of protest, as of other acts, is not always closely related to their consequences. Instead, their value often lies in the mere fact that they are publicly held views. How, we may wonder, would Ashby evaluate on her grounds, one rather famous "expression of views" than the one in Great Falls - Christ's crucifixion? Would that act, with all its "radical" and "insulted the intelligence, tried the patience" would have been judged as a "bit of media manipulation and overly dramatic"? (The fact that the Malmstrom protesters chose Easter Sunday may give a clue to the appropriate spirit in which their acts should be understood.)

Ironically, it is that same "act and tie" mentality that considers acts only as strategies and favors those based on "rational" considerations which also leads to mind-boggling consequences. Even more ironically, it may be that only through "irrational" expressions of commitment to a nuclear disarmament, expressions which are not expected or intended to have consequences, we can hope to extricate ourselves from the invidious and "rational" scien-

Peace: a ‘sign’ of the times?

By Greg Gadberry

Billboards, declared Dr. A. K. Svaris, were nothing more than eyecatchers. They insulted the intelligence, tried the patience and cluttered the landscape. But Svaris - a character in Edward Abbey's novel "The Monkey Wrench Gang" - had a solution to the problem: readable billboards. He simply burned them down. Billboards were the target of Darla Messman-Rucker and Mark Anderlik last Friday. It was a very special billboard, one that resulted not only from the billboard's intelligence, but his sanity as well. Darla and Mark decided to get the billboard deleted. Darla and Mark carefully planned their attack. Their target, rather a bland-looking sign, stood just inside the gate of the Malmstrom Air Force Base in Great Falls. As members of the Easter Peace Affirmation Group - whose members symp-

expression" of the times?... ANP g>OME

The two conspirators chose Great Fri-

man that day? "I planned to get arrested for this," Darla said. "I planned to go to jail." But Be sure people have to be shown. When Darla and Mark arrived at the base's gate on Good Friday afternoon, they were surprised by the crowd. The billboards were awarded second place on the gate. The two had planned to keep their work quiet. They only called the media in Great Falls. "All we wanted was heading for the gate. Somehow, the story had gotten out. They talked about quitting, about backing down. Instead, as Mark put it, "We did it." Instead, doing the billboard, they would trespass on the base and get as close as they could to the sign.

Then Darla - in her wheelchair - and Mark headed across the painted white line between the fence and the fence boundary. Just two American citizens, entering an area used by American military people to protest its horrible use. They didn't get far.

"We got about 25 feet from the sign, and a guard with a dog told us "halt,"" Darla said. The guard stood between them and the sign. They wanted no fight. They poured the blood on the ground of the guard and dog. They wanted no fight. They poured the blood on the ground of the base, and upon themselves.

Darla and Mark were then led away. After three days in the Cascade County Jail, they were brought before a federal magistrate. Both were charged with destruction of federal property. The charge was a misdemeanor. After all, the two had only "destroyed" the rocks on which their blood had been poured.

Each was given a six-month suspended sentence. Mark was also charged with entry on the base with intent to commit a crime. He was given an additional three-month suspended sentence. Darla also received a second sentence, the charges suspended for illegal entry on the base and simple battery. Both had already been during the protests of Easter 1980. Both were told the leniency of the sentences depended on their staying away from the base.

And the sign? Well, it still stands, watchful over the base which serves as a guardian and custodian for 200 miles of death. Site which, at the whims of madness, ill-thought patriotism or anger, could both hurt and attract the iron standard of the nuclear age.

The sign is rather simple, actually. Its only message is the motto of the Strategic Air Command: "Peace is our profession."
Bongs don't smoke dope — people do

Gov. Ted Schwinden just signed into law a bill that makes the sale, advertising and possession of drug paraphernalia illegal. While on its face this law looks blatantly unconstitutional, that's only because it is blatantly unconstitutional.

The idea is to take away the tool by which people might commit an illegal act. So take away people's guns... Well, maybe that's not a good analogy.

To no one's surprise, the drug paraphernalia bill was introduced into the Montana Legislature by a deputy sheriff. John Matakko, the deputy sheriff in question, says the bill is a consumer protection measure. He says paraphernalia dealers mark up the price of items by as much as 50 percent. That's the kind of business practice that gives greed a bad name. Throw the random bastards in the hosuegow!

Of course, that's not the only reason Matakko introduced the bill. He says it's insane to allow an industry to exist whose only purpose is to aid an illegal act. He may have a point there. But, for some reason, my mind keeps going back to handguns and murder. Bongs don't smoke dope, people do.

The bill was, a political "hot potato" in the Legislature. Opposition to the bill implied support of drug use, which is about as popular a stand in Montana as advocating child abuse or wife beating.

This law, which goes into effect Oct. 1, is based on the Model Drug Paraphernalia Act written by the Drug Enforcement Administration. It would not be fair to say the DEA is making a mess of neo-Nazis, but on the other hand, they are hardly concerned for their observance of legal technicalities like civil rights.

The law is broadly worded. Almost anything that can be used to put an illegal substance into the body, plus anything that can be used to prepare an illegal substance for use, will be illegal. Remember that set of sterling teaspoons that have been in your family for years? Melt teaspoons that have been in the back of the drawer for some reason, my mind keeps going back to the idea of taking away people's guns...

Paper money is a major item of paraphernalia. Just roll up a bill and snort away. The paraphernalia law will necessitate going exclusively to metal resources, putting this environment is unconscionable.
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**Sports**

**UM team in weekend rodeo**

By Joni Lueck
Montana Kaimin Sports Editor

The University of Montana Grizzly football team concludes its second week of spring practice tomorrow morning with a controlled scrimmage that is open to the public.

The scrimmage gets underway at 9:30 behind the Harry Adams Gym complex.

The two top contestants in each event throughout the 1980-81 season advance to the NIRA national finals June 16 through 20 in Bozeman.

The University of Montana Grizzly soccer team concludes its second week of spring practice tomorrow morning with a controlled scrimmage that is open to the public.

The Grizzlies have been practicing on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 3 to 6 p.m., and on Saturdays from 9 a.m. until noon.

Donovan said the goal of spring practices is to "get every candidate up to speed in every position."

This year's annual spring game will be Saturday, May 16 at Dornblaser Field.

It is no use to blame the looking glass if your face is awry.

*George Orwell*
Gala return of the most popular cult film in movie history!

"THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW"
A Different Set of Jaws!

ROXY
718 S. Higgins • 543-7341
Tickets from 10:30 p.m. Fri.-Sat.
ADULTS ONLY • $3.50

Friday & Saturday at Midnight Only!

"CELEBRATE!" BYE BIE BRAZIL! DOES JUST THAT!

PURELY EROTIC ENJOYMENT! ..A SHEER DELIGHT.

―Richard Combs, Time Magazine

BREAKER MORANT

A giant of courage
who faced an empire
and drew the line...
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The LILY
RESTAURANT
515 S. Higgins Ave.
543-0002

FRIDAY DINNER
Red snapper with Shrimp Sauce
Turner's Suites' aux Champaignes
Are You Planning a Reception or a Party?
Our atmosphere and professional staff is perfect for that special occasion.

ABOVE THE CRYSTAL THEATRE

The "SEKS" Series is one of the great films of our time...

Dishonored by a corrupt code of justice...using a Sauce of wits against a scandalous system...

HIDE and SOLE
Custom Leather footwear
236 N. Higgins 549-0666

from April 18

Let your feet make a place for themselves.

New shipment just arrived—Over 300 pairs now in stock. We also have a new shipment of leather purses.

Burkenstock®

1512 South Higgins
543-7341
WILMA Theatres

111 Higgins
542-7341
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Baucus advises more budget cuts

By Tim Rogers
Missoula Kaimin Reporter

President Ronald Reagan's budget proposal has been going through Congress virtually intact. U.S. Sen. Max Baucus said in Missoula yesterday, but more money should be cut from the budgets of the Defense and Health and Human Services departments than has been proposed.

Baucus, a Democrat, said those cuts should be made to help "trim waste, fraud, and mismanagement from government." The cuts should not be made in the benefits received by the people, but in the administration of the benefits, he said.

Baucus, who spoke at a luncheon sponsored by the Missoula Chamber of Commerce, said programs such as Medicare, Social Security, child health care, welfare and veterans' benefits should be targeted for more cuts. Fifty, people attended the luncheon.

The defense budget should be cut in the areas of administrative personnel payrolls and the designing and building of arms such as missiles and tanks, Baucus said.

He also said that money cut from other parts of the defense budget should be used to increase the pay for soldiers, and see more competent volunteers for the military.

Baucus said he voted for registration for the draft, but opposes the draft itself.

Senate . . .

Cont. from p. 1

Chairman of the Senate until yesterday, was re-elected to the Senate bylaws, the evaluation of Bowers and the expectation of the people regarding personnel payrolls and the military. The Senate turned down a motion to waive a Spring Quarter evaluation of Bowers and Baucus' administration. According to the Senate bylaws, the Senate shall initiate an evaluation of the UM administration every two years.

Proponents of the motion said that the evaluation was unnecessary because Bowers was leaving in June. But opponents said that Bowers' leaving made an evaluation more important. They maintained that it would be useful to the new president, and would give the faculty "a say" in the hiring of the new administration.

In an interview after the luncheon, Baucus said:

"I oppose the United States' involvement in El Salvador, but think non-military aid should be provided.

"gun control would only create a "black market or underground" for the sale of guns. "If John Hinckley had wanted to assassinate President Reagan, he would have found a way to do it (if there were no guns available). The big problem is the guns already out there."

"inflation is a psychological phenomenon, created by the expectation of the people regarding product prices and investments. A department should be created to better advertise the products of the United States overseas, therefore creating a new market to generate more revenue, he said. Most other countries have such departments, he added.

In other business, the Senate endorsed the awarding of a Distinguished Teaching Award. The award will be given to no more than two faculty members per year, and will consist of a $1,000 payment from the UM Foundation Excellence Fund. Nominations for the award will come from students, faculty and academic units. Faculty members will be eligible for the award once in their life.

Co-op . . .

Cont. from p. 1

p.m., members order and pay for foods to be picked up at the market the next Wednesday. A typical order list includes bakery goods, produce, dairy products, cheeses, grains, bulk bottled items, and miscellaneous foods.

Members who do volunteer work, such as food dividing, keeping track of inventory and picking up food orders, receive a discount on items they purchase, he said.

"There are people out there that are interested in this," he said, "and we need them to stay alive." Carter said people who want more information about the co-op should stop by the storefront at 141 S. Third W., or call 721-3460 on Wednesday nights, Thursday mornings or all day Saturdays.
Greek houses are changing their image

As America enters the 1980s with a conservative administration in its halls, too, so is a conservative part of campus life at the University of Montana—Hellenic. 

Those Greeks in the UM dormitories, where many of the UM dormitories, where most of the freshmen they recruit live, Greeks says the dorms

Stories by Rich Stripp

Photographs by Margaret Kilbourne

UM's fraternities and sororities at a glance

- Alpha Tau Omega, 140 University Ave. Current membership: 15. President Marc Peterson describes the house members as very athletic and social, a mix of many different ethnic and religious backgrounds. They are seriously interested in the Greek houses are changing their image.
- Sigma Phi Epsilon, 335 University Ave. Current membership: 15. President Sue Barker describes the house members as very athletic and scholastically strong, that they are doing their part in fostering a conservative image at UM while not losing sight of individuality. They are attracting women to a particular house lifestyle, and wish to continue them in college. Rush is an integral part of a sorority's year, and is designed to attract new members to the nine houses, thus insuring better attendance.
- Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1005 Gerald Ave. Current membership: 24. President Tina Solberg says that while every house in the Greek system differs because of the different characters of its members, the strength of UM's sororities stems from that very individuality. They are serious about each other's interests.
- Delta Gamma, 516 University Ave. Current membership: 16. According to Peggy Worden, public relations officer, members strive for individuality and academic achievement, and wish to continue them in college. The Panhellenic Council and a close-knit group despite the changes and growth in the Greek system at University of Montana, although from the sorority point of view. They are doing their part in fostering a conservative image at UM while not losing sight of individuality. They are attracting women to a particular house lifestyle, and wish to continue them in college. Rush is an integral part of a sorority's year, and is designed to attract new members to the nine houses, thus insuring better attendance.
- Delta Delta Delta, 500 University Ave. Current membership: 17. President Rich Stripp describes herself as a "big fish in a small pond" in Columbia Falls. She is a member of the Panhellenic Council and a close-knit group despite the changes and growth in the Greek system at University of Montana, although from the sorority point of view. They are doing their part in fostering a conservative image at UM while not losing sight of individuality. They are attracting women to a particular house lifestyle, and wish to continue them in college. Rush is an integral part of a sorority's year, and is designed to attract new members to the nine houses, thus insuring better attendance.
IN CONCERT

Missoula's Own

ALLEN VIZZUTTI

"The most exciting talent to appear on the music scene in a decade."—Tutti Camarata

"One of the finest ever in any of my bands."—Woody Herman

WITH THE

WORKSHOP

Saturday, May 9, 7:30
University Theatre
$4.00 General Public, $3.00 Students
Available In U.C. Box Office, 243-4383

Lost Its Challenge

for the summer of 1981
Applications & additional application information available in ASUM offices, UC 105

NEW LOCATION
1600 NORTH AVE. W.
NEXT TO CONLIN'S

for the 1981-82 Academic year
for students, it offers a place to come home to, where they don't necessarily have to worry about "coming in drunk in front of Mom and Dad." Despite an aggressive attempt to recruit members out of dormitories, McAndrews insists that there is no animosity between most Greeks and those students not in the houses. The term "GDI" is still used to describe those people who aren't Greeks—in times of a heavier Greek influence on campus it meant "God-damned independent." McAndrews says the word has just come down in the form of tradition and today carries no derogatory meaning. Another feature McAndrews mentions is the scholastic advancement of being in a Greek house. Members have access to old tests, notes and texts from members who previously have taken the same class. McAndrews says the houses have never received complaints from professors about the long-established process. He says that many students do the same thing—"We just do it a little more organized." Another feature of Greek life is the contacts made among members that will enhance a graduate's career. Most national fraternity headquarters use computers to keep track of their members nationwide, enabling them to keep in touch after graduation. In addition, McAndrews says that alumni of fraternity members are always welcome to stay in a house when traveling through a college town. The actual process of recruiting new members is called rush. The major attention is devoted to incoming freshmen during Fall Quarter, although a rush is held each quarter. The process begins in July when the Greek houses receive a list of incoming freshmen who have paid a $100 fee to reserve a room in one of the dormitories. At this point, McAndrews says, they are "fair game" for anybody. The houses send out information letters to freshmen and in some of the larger Montana cities, alumni hold informal get-togethers. In addition, McAndrews says his house is planning to put together a traveling slide show about the house and the Greek system, similar to one currently being used by the UM Advocates. The slide presentation will be tested this summer on Montana high school students who have indicated an interest in attending UM.

When freshmen arrive in Missoula, the houses fet them with parties, dinners and informal gatherings in an attempt to acquaint them with the houses. For example the Sigma Nu house sponsors a bus that picks up students at the airport, takes them to their assigned dorms and then back to the house for dinner.

McAndrews says that many students who are interested in fraternities don't know what to expect when they first come to a house. He admits that many of the potential pledges expect a scene from the 1978 movie "Animal House," which depicted early 1960s fraternities as cavernous, drunken dens of iniquity.

The houses are attempting to downplay, that image, McAndrews says. But many of the more party-oriented freshman are still surprised to see well-dressed, high school students discussing grades, not parties.

"Animal House" also showed initiation rituals which included the practice of hazing—physical intimidation of pledges. McAndrews says that this aspect of fraternity life is frowned upon and generally not used anymore. Occasionally, he admits, it does happen in some houses, but it isn't publicized much.

For students who decide to pledge, McAndrews says the costs in each house are about comparable with those in a double room in a dormitory. Room and board averages are from $400 to $550 a quarter, social fees range from $50 to $70 a quarter, and members must also pay $40 to $70 a quarter to pledge a house and about $100 to go active.

Activation follows a one-quarter period in which pledges learn house rules and history, as

CONT. ON P. 9

Medicinal Mushrooms
SPECIAL PURCHASE
U.S. No. 1
$1.59
lb.
White Grapefruit
California, 5 lb. bag
U.S. No. 1
69c.
ea.
Artichokes
Medium size
U.S. No. 1
29c.
ea.
Green Bell Peppers
Large size
U.S. No. 1
29c.
ea.
Tomatoes
Salad size
U.S. No. 1
49c.
ea.
Zucchini
U.S. No. 1
39c.
ea.

SEASONAL * NEW ARRIVALS!
Yucca Root, Loquat, Prickly Pear

2-J's

PUBLIC PRODUCE

2-J's

CONNIE'S

150 W. Pine
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women signed up for Fall rush in as the mood of the country, is to respect these things, perhaps pledges. 1979. In fall 1980, 120 signed up and 100 pledged a house. She expects about 150 rush participation fees are around $100 and there is also a $5 per month social fee. Pledge fees are $35 to $40, initial acceptance to a house, pledges go through a six-week orientation period in which they learn such things as house rules and history, through a formal process. After being activated the following quarter, McAndrews says, members are able to work with other house members. Usually, he says, individuals recruited by a fraternity, McAndrews says, he is almost always allowed to keep his pin and given alumni status, enabling him to attend most social events. A much less common practice is called “pin­ jerking,” in which a member is formally stripped of all associations with the house.

In addition to attracting new members to the individual houses, the IPC is interested in attracting national fraternities to Missoula. McAndrews says that the council has already received a few inquiries from national fraternities about establishing “colleges” in Missoula.

Another integral part of sorority life is a house’s philanthropic service. Each house conducts two community service projects a year, according to Elliot. Her house conducted a canned food drive for the Red Cross and plans to plant trees around the new science building this quarter. Members are encouraged to participate in such projects, but can instead donate $1.50 per year to a service project.

Each Greek house has at least one formal event each year, as well as at least one regular function per quarter. Also popular are exchanges — informal gatherings of two houses. Elliot says that for most functions, dates come from a variety of houses within the system. Looking to the future, Elliot says the Panhellenic Council has received inquiries from two national sororities that have expressed an interest in establishing houses in Missoula. A Panhellenic rule states that no new houses can be established until all the existing ones have reached their membership capacity of 55.

“More houses would be nice if we had the numbers going through rush that would accommodate the houses we have now.”
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Housemother enjoys job

Ethel Hockaday describes her education of 12 years as a "liberal" one. But she hasn't been taking classes at the university to get it—she's housemother to 36 girls at the Delta Gamma sorority house.

She's not the kind of housemother who writes girls' parents if they haven't been getting in before midnight. And she doesn't make bed checks with an eagle eye and a tightly clutch-ed clipboard.

Those duties of a housemother have gone the way of freshman beanies and bonfires the night before the Big Game.

What she does is oversee the management of the house—ordering food and household supplies, supervising the cooks and the houseboys who work in the kitchen, planning menus, assisting in planning social events and generally providing an orderly presence.

Mrs. Hockaday began her duties in January 1970, after being recommended by some friends who were housemothers at the time. Originally from Missouri, she came to Montana with her husband in 1946, soon after he had finished school at George Washington University in St. Louis. Since his death in 1966, she has lived near Flathead Lake—and spends summers there when the sorority house shuts down in June.

She says she had no experience when she took the job, especially in the area of purchasing supplies for the house. But she admits that she had some good teachers and was able to learn pretty quickly.

In those days, the Greek houses came under criticism from students who resented anything smackin' of the word "establishment." The girls themselves tried to blend in with the mainstream student population, she adds, many of them never wearing their sorority pins or other identifying items.

But that era has passed, too.

"It's certainly a fine arrangement for someone who is alone. I'm surrounded by all these delightful girls." Mrs. Hockaday has seen that number at a low point of about 25 in 1970, when she first took the job, to its present number of 36.

Many of the girls feel free to come in and talk to her about personal problems. Many more have kept in touch with her throughout the years, writing letters and even remembering her birthday.

But that era has passed, too. Now, she says, sorority members take pride in their house, and she praises them for conducting community service projects—things like fund-raisers for national blindness prevention groups and helping to screen grade-school children for vision problems. Mrs. Hockaday also credits the house alumni members for helping out in philanthropic projects and social events.

As for the housemothers themselves, all are widowed, according to Mrs. Hockaday, who is the veteran among them in terms of years on the job. Each has a furnished apartment within the house, complete with living room, bedroom and bathroom.

"It's certainly a fine arrangement for someone who is alone. I'm surrounded by all these delightful girls."

As for the housemothers themselves, all are widowed, according to Mrs. Hockaday, who is the veteran among them in terms of years on the job. Each has a furnished apartment within the house, complete with living room, bedroom and bathroom.

"It's certainly a fine arrangement for someone who is alone. I'm surrounded by all these delightful girls." Mrs. Hockaday has seen that number at a low point of about 25 in 1970, when she first took the job, to its present number of 36.

Many of the girls feel free to come in and talk to her about personal problems. Many more have kept in touch with her throughout the years, writing letters and even remembering her birthday.
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Thanks, but no thanks

While the rush activities of the Greek houses naturally are designed to present the house in a favorable light, it is apparent that many students aren't impressed enough with what they see to make the commitment to join. Some students enjoy the free parties and other social gatherings sponsored by the houses during the early weeks of each fall semester, but without ever seriously thinking of joining. Also, some may pledge a house and back out before making the final commitment to be initiated.

Bill Wayland, 21, a junior in business administration from Albuquerque, N.M., went to several fraternity parties during the first week of his freshman year. He says he enjoyed them, but not enough to join a house.

"I was impressed with the size of the house and the number of members. But it seemed like there was no privacy — everybody always wanted to know where you were all the time. You had to put on a face — you had to be dignified."

Wayland says there was a "stigma" attached to being a member of a fraternity, even when he attended some of the rush parties. "That may have changed, I don't know. But that's the way it was when I went down there."

Now in his third year as a resident of Elrod Hall, Wayland says his dorm is really like a "small frat."

"They're a bunch of good guys. They're a little bit overwhelming at times, but at the end of the day, you can really get to know each other."

Undaunted, Allen says that he decided to test the rules out once at a party at the house. His punishment was being stripped to his underwear and lighted, which he gave back a week later.

But he says what really disillusions him was an event that occurred shortly before he was about to be initiated. The pledges were lined up on a staircase and subjected to verbal intimidation, he says.

"They just really got on your case for having fun," he says. Allen adds that out of the eight-member pledge class, only one was initiated.

Daryl Creek, 19, pledged a fraternity in the fall of 1979, and was a pledge until the following Fall Quarter.

"They're a bunch of good guys. I still support fraternities, but I just decided I didn't want to join one."

A sophomore in accounting from Floweres, Creek says he changed his mind because he decided to try out for a resident assistant position in a dormitory. He says he thinks he would benefit from the responsibility of being an RA and that financial factors also figured in his decision.

"You don't have to be a Greek to have fun. You really find out who your friends are when you drop a house," he says, adding that he still has many friends in the Greek system.

Creek disclaimed any evidence of intimidation of pledges, although he admits that it might still go on in the East.

"It's changed a lot around here from what I've heard."

Draft seminar to be held

A seminar for draft counselors will be held Monday at Christ the King Church, 1400 Gerald Ave. Sponsored by the church and the Student Action Center, the seminar will begin at 1 p.m. The seminar will educate people involved in counseling young men who are making up their minds regarding military service.

The workshop will be conducted by Tom Cornell, the national secretary of Catholic Peace Fellowship.

Cornell will also speak Monday evening at the University Center Lounge. The speech, titled "Everything You Wanted to Know About the Selective Service But Were Afraid to Realize," will begin at 5:30. Cornell will speak on Christian pacifism on Sunday at 8:45 p.m., at the Ark, 503 University Ave.